In this tutorial you will learn how:
•
•
•
•
•

to use the type tool and identify font styles, set font size and other
font characteristics.
to rasterize a font layer
to apply layers blend modes
to set up layer styles
to select objects from a transparent layer

Tutorial By Silvio Nocilla

STEP 1 open images and set text
In this tutorial we are going to use three different images; one for the texture and background, and the other
two to shape up text using their outline and texture. Below see the images utilized for this tutorial .

Open the three images in Photoshop, the asphalt texture will be our background layer. On the background
texture type “URBAN WILD” using the following settings:
•
•
•

Font style Bauhaus 93
Font size 36pt
Colour: R:238 - G:132 - B:7

Once yo have set the text use the transform tool to scale up slightly the height of the text see image below.
Note: to access the transform tool go to EDIT>TRANSFORM>SCALE.

This is what you should have done up to now
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STEP 2 Blending text and city scape cut out
To blend the text with the asphalt texture making it look like the text is painted on the ground. Drag the asphalt texture under the text layer and change the blend mode of the texture to “SUBTRACT” you should see
the following result.

Before we continue we need to rasterize the font layer meaning change it from a font layer to a pixel layer
(image). therefore right click on the font layer and from the drop down list click on “RASTERIZE TYPE”. By
converting the font layer into a bit map will enable us to treat the text as an image and not as a type. Copy
and place the city scape image on top of the urban wild layer and transform the city scape image in a way that
covers the bottom of the urban wild text see images below.
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We need to load the city scape selection to do this press the CTRL key on your keyboard (CMD for Mac) and
click on the city scape layer’s thumbnail, this will load the outline selection of the city scape image. We are going to remove the lower part of the urban wild text using the city scape outline. While the selection is on click
on the urban wild layer and press delete, at the moment seems that nothing happened but if you switch of the
city scape layer and remove the selection you can notice that the urban text has missing parts in the form of a
city scape see images below.

Its time to use the next image to create some scratches on the text.
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STEP 3 Creating scratches
Open the scratch texture image and place it on top of the urban wild layer. We are going to use the scratches
of this texture therefore select the magic wand and make sure that contiguous is not checked, once this is
done click on the dark colour the colours that creates the scratches once the selection is loaded make sure you
are on the urban wild text and hit the delete key, switch off the scratch texture and remove the selection this
should be your result up to now.
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STEP 4

Applying layer styles , levels and cropping

It’s time to refine and finalize. To enhance the text on the asphalt texture we are going to use the layer styles
applying some bevel and emboss effects. Make sure you are on the urban wild layer click on “fx” and from the
list click on “BLENDING OPTIONS” this will display the layer style settings select “Bevel and Emboss” and
setup as shown below:

•
•
•
•

Depth 325
Direction: Down
Size: 5
Angle 45

We need to enhance the colour and make more visible the city scape effect. Let us start enhancing the city
scape silhouette. First we need to reload the city scape selection therefore press CTRL on your keyboard and
click on the city scape layer’s thumbnail this will reload the outline selection, make sure you are on the asphalt texture layer and go to IMAGE>ADJUSTMENTS>LEVELS and set the shadows to 75 see image below:
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Remove the selection and click on the urban wild layer got to IMAGE>ADJUSTMENTS>LEVELS and set the
shadow levels to 25 see image below:

Select the crop tool to achieve the following final result:
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